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CENTELLA’18

Blood Donation Camp

Curtain Raiser

GKMCMT gears up for its rapturous management meet
CENTELLA’18. The events span over two days (15th & 16th
January 2018) with participants from B-schools across South
India. Initiated in 2010, CENTELLA holds events in all verticals
of management - HR, Marketing, Finance and Operations.
With a plethora of management events, CENTELLA is a
celebration of unity and team spirit of the college.

As part of the social activities, first year students of
GKMCMT with support and guidance of senior
students, conducted a blood donation camp as part of
the CSR programe in association with the Lions Club
International Zone, RCC Trivandrum and Big FM
92.7 as the media partner. The camp was organised on
12 th October ‘17 at Azhicodu. Mr.Sajan Soorya, cine
actor inaugurated the camp followed by an inspirational
talk from RJ ‘Kidilam’ Feroz (Big FM 92.7), and
representatives of RCC Trivandrum and Lions Club
International. The talk stressed on the importance of
blood donation and encouraged the participants for
donating their blood. The camp was a grand success
with the support of large number of donors from
among the students and public.
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Welcome to

TOP NOTCH
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem

Following the financial crunch in 2008 and continuing slow growth
has diverted the focus towards fostering start-up companies.
Daniel Isenberg, Professor of Entrepreneurship Practice
at Babson College came out with an article titled “How to start
an Entrepreneurial Revolution” which was published by HBR in
July 2010. This Article describes an entrepreneurial ecosystem
which includes access to human, financial and professional
resources along with an environment where government
policies encourage and protect the interest of entrepreneurs.
Various studies and researches have been initiated to explore
entrepreneurial ecosystem in different countries. Entrepreneurship
is an essential factor contributing to a nation’s development.
More the number of entrepreneurs in the society the lesser will
be the unemployment rate. India’s positions on global indices
have improved when compared to previous statistics. Global
Entrepreneurial Index (GEI) 2017 places India at 69th position

Gandhi Jayanthi Celebration
GKMCMT celebrated 148th birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi on Tuesday, 2nd October, 2017.
The college paid tribute to Father of Nation and
organized cleanliness drive in the campus.

Teaching is a very noble profession that
shapes the character, caliber, and future
of an individual. If the people remember
me as a good teacher, that will be the
biggest honour for me.
– A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
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among 139 countries globally and 13th among 24 Asia-Pacific
countries. It has a GEI score of 25.8%. India has a high potential
resource base encouraging entrepreneurship. The economic
potential of this region lies with its huge share of young
population. India faces a significant bottleneck in terms of risk
acceptance, networking, cultural support, technology absorption,
human capital, product innovation, process innovation, high
growth and risk capital as per GEI 2017 report. Technology
absorption is very low in India despite of having skilled workforce
and good education system. India’s growing youth population,
skilled educated workforce, at par education system, developing
technology, wide area and favourable location are among micro
and macro factors which bring out opportunities for India making
it a prospective destination for investors.
Asha Lakshmy K.H., Assistant Professor (Editor)

Internship Programme at Model Finishing School
India is envisage to be the youngest country in the world by 2020 with 64%
of its population in working age group. This demographic potential provides
Indian economy a cutting edge over other countries and to improve its GDP.
This can be made possible only if students get combination of hard and
soft skills. GKMCMT offered a ten day internship programme on Employee
Empowerment to the students in association with Model Finishing School
to improve the soft skills of students. Model finishing school is a venture of
Government of Kerala, set up with an intention of enhancing employability
and empowering qualified youths in Kerala. This institution is a joint
initiative of IT department,
Government of Kerala and
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programme constituted
training sessions imparted
by leading industrial experts
and corporate trainers.
The session included
psychometric analysis and
SWOT, communication
training, English proficiency,
slang, expression, semantic,
voice modulation, critical
thinking, public speaking,
presentation, intrapersonal

skill training, corporate etiquette, workplace etiquette, cross cultural
considerations, group discussions, interview techniques, preparation of
curriculum vitae, management games etc. The internship helped students
identify their strengths and weaknesses along with areas of improvement.
Students were given a knowledge regarding the recent changes in the
corporate world along with the current industry requirements so as to make
them employable.
The valedictory function was honored with the presence of AICTE Director
Dr. Ramesh Unnikrishnan who addressed the students and distributed the
certificates to them. Top Notch August edition was also released on the day
by the guest of honor. The detailed report of the internship training was
featured in the Business Plus magazine of the month.
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CTO Interaction

As part of Employee Empowerment
Internship programme students
got an opportunity to interact with
Mr. Bijumon Janardhanan, Chief
Technical Officer, M Squared
Software & Services, Technopark,
Trivandrum. Topic of discussion was
skill development. Being the Chief
Technical Officer, Mr. Janardhanan
shared his job role and challenges
faced in the job. He stressed on
the dearth of quality workforce
in Kerala, which is due to lack of
practical knowledge among students.
He said students have to overcome
this and empower themselves to
be employable for which right
combination of attitude, aptitude
and behaviour has to be imbibed.

Daily Service
Edification
Operations department is responsible for
the daily services and easy functioning of
activities of any business organisation.
This department converts materials
and labor into goods and services
efficiently so as to maximise profit.
Students got an opportunity to interact
and clarify the complexity related to this
department from Mr. Liji Tharakan,
Director Operations, M Squared Software
& Services, Technopark, Trivandrum.
The session covered major areas of
operations department and the jobs
handled by Mr. Tharakan. He also shared
the challenges and scope associated with
this job profile.
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HR Interaction

Shanker Lal, Human Resource Manager, Global Services & Corporate Strategy
Development, NOKIA Solutions & Networks, Bangalore interacted with
students during the Employee Empowerment Internship program. Requirements
and competencies required for job aspiring candidates was discussed during the
session. Students got to understand the industry requirement and expectation
regarding employment. Recruitment, selection, performance appraisal, T&D,
remuneration, industrial relations and grievance handling was discussed
from an HR Manager’s perspective. Usual mistakes made by students while
attending an interview was highlighted. Overall, the session proved to be an eye
opener for students eliminating their misconceptions.

Foreign Language Training
Since LPG phenomena was first initiated in India during 1990,
multilingualism has become more than important. Knowing
a language other than ones native language has evolved to be
extremely beneficial to make real business connection with
the world. It helps an individual to develop a strong footing in
global market.
Understanding the fact that knowing a foreign dialect
can provide a competitive edge to management students,

GKMCMT has planned to impart two foreign languages,
highly demanded in the industry to the students so as to make
them competitive and employable.
As part of this initiative, students were provided a session on
Russian and German language, by the well known linguists
in Trivandrum Dr. Parameshwaran S and Dr. Anil Kumar.
During this session students got a chance to understand the
scope of foreign language in today’s corporate world.

Testimony
“Model Finishing School helps to empower students so as to mould them into employable human
resources. To be competitive and employable students have to be mentored in such a way that their
education and knowledge along with right attitude is developed and groomed to cater the needs of
the industry. With growing number of companies, metro rail projects and rapid industrialisation,
requirement for MBA professionals have increased. The 60 hours Employee Enhancement
Internship curriculum for GKMCMT students was framed to improve their leadership and
managerial skills along with attitude and behaviour modification.”
– Maneksh P S, Officer-In-Charge, Model Finishing School

“Hard skills are acquired through classroom studies where as soft skills are improved through
trainings. The session in Model Finishing School, helped me in developing soft skills and gave
me an idea about the employee requirements in today’s job market. It would not have happened
without the initiative of our college management. I thank our college and Model Finishing School
for giving us such an opportunity.”
– Midhun B., Semester II

“The Employee Empowerment Internship programme helped me to understand more about
professionals and professionalism. It gave me an insight on various opportunities in today’s world
and means to tap it. Moreover those sessions helped me to develop a positive attitude towards
life and give more focus on my future endeavours. For all these I am thankful to our college
management and Model Finishing School.”
– Sneha G Mathew, Semester I

Business Plus Magazine Report

